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WELCOME TO NATIONAL CARE GROUP’S QUALITY ACCOUNT 2020/21

As always there’s still so much to do as we
continue our journey to fulfill our ambition
of being recognised as one of the best
and most trusted providers in the country,
remaining true to our values and purpose of
enabling people to unlock their full potential.
This year, perhaps more than ever, I’m extremely proud to be introducing the
National Care Group Quality Account 2020/21.
The period this report covers was the hardest anybody can probably remember but we
came together across the organisation, driven by a commitment to keep everybody as
safe and well as possible. It’s been a challenge however the resilience, creativity, and
professionalism the many people working within National Care Group have shown is
phenomenal, and with that strength we’ve navigated ourselves through the year in a
manner that is a credit to all.
The Quality Account creates an opportunity for us to stop and reflect on what National
Care Group has been able to achieve despite the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic.
We’ve made good progress against the priorities we set ourselves in many areas, all
highlighted and celebrated on the pages which follow.
Throughout the year we continued to grow our organisation, support more individuals,
employ more great colleagues, and open new services. We implemented new systems to
improve the way we assure ourselves we’re providing good quality support, and where
things didn’t go to plan, we took action to make things better. We’ve encouraged better
feedback from the individuals who use our services, their families, and our colleagues
with some of the key themes again reflected within this report.

REMAINING TRUE
TO OUR VALUES AND
PURPOSE

These and the many other initiatives implemented across the organisation have
resulted in an improvement in our overall quality ratings, a fantastic achievement set
against the backdrop of the pandemic.
As always there’s still so much to do as we continue our journey to fulfill our ambition
of being recognised as one of the best and most trusted providers in the country,
remaining true to our values and purpose of enabling people to unlock their full
potential. This report will again set out our priorities for the year ahead when I know
we’ll continue to make progress.
My thanks go to everybody working within National Care Group for all their hard work
and for the tremendous things they do to improve the lives of so many people.

James Allen

Chief Executive Officer
chiefexecutive@nationalcaregroup.com
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WELCOME TO NATIONAL CARE GROUP

Formed in 2016 and now with 18 bases and operating from 249
locations across England and South Wales, we work alongside
people with mental health conditions, learning disabilities
and acquired brain Injuries with the ultimate aim of helping
them achieve their full potential, develop new skills and live
as independently as possible within their community.

Making a positive difference

£65.99m
£60.76m

ANNUAL REVENUE /MILLIONS

National Care Group is one
of the U.K.’s leading specialist
providers of accommodation
and support for vulnerable
adults with health and
social care needs.

£47.47m

£18.02m

2018

2019

2020

2021

249 RESIDENTIAL SITES

We’re passionate about making a positive
difference to the lives of the people we
support and work hard to empower them
to exceed their potential. No matter what
disability they have or the challenges they
face, we ensure they’re always shown
the respect they deserve, to help them
live as independently as possible.
Currently supporting approximately
1,250 people, through our ‘progression
model’, designed to develop greater
control over their own lives, and in
turn reduce dependency on statutory
services. Our current services include:

Vision and Mission

The NCG mission is consistent with that which
supported individuals, their families and
commissioners will identify.
The vision and mission of National Care Group reflects
an absolute ambition to be the best provider in the
UK and in so doing, a passion to support people to
maximize their potential.

Supported living

National Care Group is committed to enabling all
those associated with it, to maximise their potential in
whatever way they want and at a pace that is relevant
to them.

Residential adults

The vision for the future is consistent with that
established on formation of the organisation and
remains a relevant and clear statement of intent.

Specialist support to enable people
to live in their own homes

Our vision and mission is to be the best and most
trusted care and support provider in the U.K.

National Care Group
Vision, Mission and Values

A range of long-term accommodation
determined by the level of need

National Neurological Services

Equally the National Care group mission is intended
to encompass those working with and within it.

Slow stream rehabilitation and
residential care for people with acquired
brain injuries and disorders

Underpinned by a clear set of values the vision and
mission will continue to drive National Care Group
into its next phase of development

Outreach and home support

Our Vision
To be the best and most trusted
care provider in the UK

Our values of Passion, Empowerment, Respect and
Collaboration guide our company culture and shape everything
we stand for. They’re the essence of our identity, they drive
what we do, and directly influence how we perform.

Day services

A wide range of out-of-home support
ranging from social and recreational
to educational day activities

Our Mission
Support people to maximise their
potential in any way we can

A growing organisation

Specialist education services

Our priorities for 2021 /22

EMPLOYING 2400 COLLEAGUES

Help and advice to support people
with everyday life skills

PASSION • EMPOWERMENT • COLLABORATION • RESPECT

Recognised by The Sunday Times as being one of the top three
fastest growing private companies in the U.K. during 2020,
our rapid growth has come about through the acquisition
and merger of 40 care service business functions over a
period of just four years. Growing from an annual turnover of
£5m in the first financial year 2016/17, to £66m by the end of
financial year 2020/21, we employ 2,400 brilliant people and
work in partnership with more than 100 local authority and
CCG’s across England and Wales. Our partnerships, alignment
to our values and our commitment to unlocking people’s
potential, have been key to the success and growth of NCG.

SUPPORTING 1250 INDIVIDUALS

Regent College, based in Stoke on
Trent, providing specialist further
education and development for young
adults with learning difficulties

•
•
•
•
•
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To continue to unlock the potential of the
individuals we support and our colleagues
To continue our journey to becoming one of the
best and most trusted specialist providers in the
country
To grow our organisation and look for
opportunities to broaden our geographical reach.
To continue to focus on continuously improving
what we do and achieve the highest standards of
service delivery
To continue to engage with our brilliant
colleagues and build on what they have achieved.
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# QUALITY MATTERS | OUR COMMITMENT TO OUTSTANDING QUALITY CARE

Mike Cleasby
Quality Director

mike.cleasby@nationalcaregroup.com

We are committed to providing
the very highest level of care
and support across all National
Care Group services. We have
introduced a wide number of
initiatives to further improve quality
monitoring systems and outcomes
for individuals we support.
It goes without saying that everyone at National Care Group is committed
to supporting the individuals we support to maximise their potential and
enjoy the best life experiences possible. Constantly improving on quality
and compliance to meet this commitment is our number one priority.
The Quality Team has made various steps forward over the past twelve
months including the introduction of enhanced governance systems to
support our services in demonstrating their continuous improvement.
Using our experiences to learn and grow from is essential to our
progression, so we have also equipped managers with training on how to
develop a ‘lessons learnt’ culture within their services.
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, services have been supported to
review all internal processes to ensure robust infection control measures
are in place, many of which will remain in the future.

SUPPORTING
INDIVIDUALS TO
HAVE THE BEST LIFE
EXPERIENCES
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In summary, the quality assurance processes, systems and
tools implemented last year include:
•

A revised Organisation Risk Register

•

New regional ‘Risk and Governance Committees’ established to report
into the established national Risk and Governance Committee

•

Improved incident reporting and processes to capture ‘lessons learnt’

•

Improvements to the Electronic Governance System, updated and
evolved in-line with COVID-19 infection control guidance

•

Increased awareness of ‘closed cultures’, including a ‘Quality Matters’
online masterclass for managers
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# QUALITY MATTERS | OUR COMMITMENT TO OUTSTANDING QUALITY CARE

Compliance position
achievements during
2020/21

Quality management in statistics

3,782

14%

of incidents involved some
form of physical intervention
(including touch support)

Incidents were logged via
the new systems

Feedback matters

The results from our annual survey show the following achievements of which I am extremely proud:

95%

93%

of the individuals we support
feel safe in their home*

of individuals we support
said they are encouraged by
colleagues to eat a healthy,
balanced diet*

93%

93%

of the individuals we support
felt listened to by our
colleagues*

of relatives felt their
standard of care was good*

97%

92%

of individuals we support said
they were happy with the
quality of support provided*

95%

of family members felt their
relative was treated with
respect*

89%

of family members felt
communication with their
service was good*

As a result of the survey, the quality team’s areas for development are:

Supporting individuals to take
improved ownership of and to better
monitor their own personal goals

Increased sense of community.
The desire to forge better links with
local communities was highlighted
by the support circles of the people
we support

Better connectivity.

Increase skills development.

Enabling people to have a
louder voice.

Enhance wellbeing in service.

We will improve Wi-Fi access within
services

Giving the people we support access
to advocates/more help to speak up

We will better support individuals
to develop new skills

Our colleagues will continue to
have ‘keyworker meetings’ with
the individuals we support to talk
about their thoughts and feelings
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The majority of our CQC registered services in
England are rated as ‘good’ or above

•

All services in Wales are rated as ‘good’

•

Regent College has maintained a ‘good’ Ofsted rating

•

All CQC Infection Prevention and Control inspections
achieved a ‘100% Assured’ score

•

Our Supported Living service in the North West
continues to be rated as ‘outstanding’ with CQC

Further results of our efforts into continuous
improvement are set to be acknowledged as CQC
inspections and regulators return to normal with the
easing of pandemic restrictions.

Quality Assurance
Process Improvements
Our actions in response to the COVID-19 pandemic have
strengthened our quality assurance processes. The
following improvements were made:

of relatives rated the service
as ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’*

*of respondents

Improved care plan support.

•

•

We established and continue to deliver monthly
online ‘Quality Masterclasses’ for operational
colleagues to share and discuss key topics in the
sector including good practice and learning

•

We have developed a new ‘virtual induction’ for the
introduction of new managers to the business

•

We’ve established a new ‘Lessons Learnt’ process
following inspections and incidents

Investment in new Quality Monitoring
Systems
•

We’ve added to our ‘all colleague’
#QualityMatters briefings

•

We’ve embedded and continue to improve
the electronic governance system

•

We’ve further developed our
incident reporting system

•

We’ve reviewed operational policies and procedures
ensuring the right professionals were involved

•

We’ve monitored compliance via
quarterly regional business review

Quality Team Development

Tools and guidance

•

•

We’ve developed a new ‘prompt guide’ for
Provider Information Return (PIR) completion

•

We’ve established a new ‘Preparing for
a Regulatory Inspection’ protocol

•

We’ve developed an action plan to help monitor
and emphasize the importance of the right support,
right care and right culture principles, which is
monitored by the Executive Board of Directors.

Feedback is essential.

We will better raise awareness
on how to make a complaint or
compliment within services

Quality Team Processes Development

•

Create Experts by Experience.

We will involve the individuals we
support in the running of their
service, and will act upon their wishes

We have grown the Quality Team to include a new
Practice Development Lead role, a new Positive
Behavioural Support Manager role and a new
Quality Data Analyst.
Our Quality Business Partners carried out needsled quality assurance audits to ensure compliance
and drive quality improvements within services.
These included:
21 full inspections
2 visits to business acquisitions
15 pandemic reviews
3 desktop reviews

•

The Practice Development Lead carried
out two thematic reviews of Safe and
Well Led Key Lines of Enquiry

•

All members of the Quality Team have been trained
as ‘Freedom to Speak-Up’ guardians.
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# QUALITY MATTERS

2020 Achievements
Based upon the list we set ourselves in our 2019 report, we
have achieved the following key priorities:
•

Improved regulatory compliance position

•

Embedded electronic governance systems

•

Maintained focus on continuous improvement

•

Restraint Reduction Network pledge submiited to
the Restraint Reduction Network

•

Developed systems to better monitor the use of
psychotropic medications

•

Strengthened stakeholder engagement including
commissioners and housing association partners

•

Reviewed all policies and procedures

Our commitment to
quality, priorities for
2021/22
•

Improve our health and wellbeing support. We
will establish a new Positive Behavioural Support
Steering Group to meet quarterly and oversee the
movement to Stop Overmedicating People with
a Learning Disability and/or Autism (STOMP) and
Restraint Reduction pledges.

•

Enhance our quality matters monitoring. We will
further improve our compliance ratings.

•

Improve and innovate our processes. We will
develop a new ‘Best Practice and Innovations Group’.

•

Create Experts by Experience. We will begin to
empower the individuals we support to inspect the
quality within their own services by rolling out a new
‘Experts by Experience’ initiative.

•

Empower people to ‘speak up’. We plan to develop
regional and national ‘speak up groups’ in
partnership with the individuals we support.
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12 MONTHS OF CONTINUED GROWTH

MIke Ranson
Commercial Director

mike.ranson@nationalcaregroup.com

Despite the restrictions of a
challenging year, I’m proud to report
we continued to build upon our strong
foundations during the 2020/21
period, with both new acquisitions
and through organic growth.
Growth achievements as of April 2021

The structure of the business by percentage of people supported in each
area has changed as follows.
APRIL 2020
APRIL 2021

15.95
53.32

%

55.70

%

SUPPORTED LIVING

WE CONTINUE
TO BUILD ON
OUR STRONG
FOUNDATIONS
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28.41

%

26.89

%

RESIDENTIAL

%

14.69

%

DAY SUPPORT

2.33

%

2.73

%

EDUCATION

We’ve continued to build
capacity on both our learning
disability and mental health
provision across Supported
Living and Residential models of
accommodation and support.

Working with partners to deliver joint growth

Domiciliary and Day Support
services were the areas of the
business most impacted by the
restrictions on travel and the
need for social distancing but
have maintained their level of
activity through innovation into
alternative routes to support.

During the financial year to April 2021, we completed the development
of a residential provision for seven people with learning disabilities and
complex needs within Essex. Providing an alternative to inpatient provision
through a bespoke environment offering the least restrictive approach to
their accommodation and support.

Our Specialist Education Service
increased their reach during the
year, adapting to deliver home
learning when physical attendance
at college was impossible.

In line with local and national strategies, we have continued to work with
commissioners and housing provider partners to provide ‘real’ tenancies.
We focused on responding to local demand and their priorities to deliver
specialist residential provision as part of our progression model. The aim of
the model being to bridge the gap between hospital provision and tenancy
based support for people with the most complex support needs.

In Devon we completed the development of three new Supported Living
services, providing a total of 19 new tenancies for people with mental
health conditions and learning disabilities.
In Durham, Kent and Lancashire, we delivered new bespoke, single
occupancy tenancies for people who are unable to share their
environments and for who ‘traditional’ provision is not suitable.
We won a tender in the North West to manage a new six person complex
needs service and successfully mobilised the provision.
We welcomed another new specialist provider of residential support for
people with learning disabilities into the National Care Group portfolio.
The acquisition of Steps, based in Rotherham, completed in October 2020.
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Working with partners to deliver joint growth

As a result of our development activity during 2020/21 we achieved
capacity growth in all accommodation and support models and
maintained the balance of our portfolio between Residential and
Supported Living services.

Growth capacity by accommodation model as at April 2021

Achievements 2020/21
68.74%

31.26%

2020

67.48%

31.52%

2021

SUPPORTED LIVING - 68.74%

SUPPORTED LIVING - 67.48%

RESIDENTIAL - 31.26%

RESIDENTIAL - 31.52%

Working in partnership

Alongside housing partners, 8 new
services were commissioned.
Together with acquisitions we
increased our capacity to offer
accommodation and support to a
further 59 individuals.
Increased the number of people
we support by 6% by the end of
the financial year.

As well as achieving growth, we invested in our existing provision to modernise
and re-position our valuable social care assets. Consulting with local
commissioning teams, the people we support and their families, investment
preferences were identified alongside our careful consideration of the longer
term needs for each service. We invested into change to ensure we are better
able to support local agendas, priorities and demands going forward.

Increased the average number
of enquiries (per month) into the
organisation by 250% during the
financial year.

Over the course of the year, alongside our local partners, we invested in
the refurbishment and re-positioning of nine properties in Gloucestershire,
Sheffield, Devon, Wiltshire and Kent, and we de-registered two properties,
providing ten tenancies for people who would previously have been
supported in residential care.

Growth
priorities for
2021/22

Through partnership working and investment into capital and resources, we
have ensured our provision remains sustainable and able to deliver on our
mission to support more people to maximise their potential.

Supporting independence

During 2020/21, we completed a review of our enquiry and assessment
processes resulting in the creation of a new Head of Referrals role. The aim of
the role is to improve the quality of our assessment and enquiry management
processes, so we have a detailed understanding of the needs of each person
we aim to support. The role and process identify the skills and resources
required to deliver the desired outcomes for each individual, supporting each
person to maximise their potential and gain greater control over how they live.
Since beginning in post, the new Head of Referrals has successfully delivered
training on and quality monitoring of the assessment and enquiry processes
and has also established a pipeline of referrals which has significantly
increased the number of enquiries received by an average of 250% per month.
By improving communication with local partners and developing a greater
understanding of demand, the Head of Referrals has strengthened strategic
relationships, identified unmet needs and established further opportunities
for organic growth.
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growing

12 MONTHS OF CONTINUED GROWTH

Grow enquiries and referrals
We will establish the remit of
the Head of Referrals role across
all National Care Group regions
to continue to grow our rate of
enquiries and referrals.

Invest in our services.

We will complete the development
of a complex learning
development residential service
within Wiltshire.

Grow capacity and potential.
Continue to deliver on our plans for
growth, and on the on the goals of
our progression model of support.
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DAVID ROWE-BEWICK | CHIEF FINANCE OFFICER

INVESTING IN OUR FUTURE

David Rowe-Bewick
Chief Finance Officer

davidrb@nationalcaregroup.com

As Chief Finance Officer,
I’m satisfied and proud that
National Care Group is able to make
these significant investments in all
the right places to ensure future
prosperity and continued growth.
Investing in our future
Throughout 2020/21, significant funding and resource
has been invested into the organisation’s systems in
order to streamline processes and take advantage
of new opportunities. As a Board of Directors, we
have made funding available to help improve the
quality and compliance of the organisation.

Investing in our people

INVESTING TO
ENSURE CONTINUED
GROWTH AND
PROSPERITY
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Whilst our mission and values point towards maximising the potential
of the individuals we support we also recognise our responsibility to
maximise the potential of our colleagues. We’ve funded, either directly
or via The Apprenticeship programme, various training and initiatives
including the ‘Skills for Care’ certificate and leadership development
programs to realise the potential of all our colleagues.
As a national provider we recognise our duty to resource our services with
the best calibre individuals and in-turn recognise their work financially.
Whilst there is a fine balance of what can be achieved, National Care Group
continues to pay employees above the national minimum wage and
doesn’t discriminate on the basis of age.
As a quality adult social care provider, training and compliance have to be
at the heart of everything we do. It’s been a challenging year, but we have
successfully increased our compliance levels in all areas, largely thanks
to the continuous investment in systems and processes. In turn this will
create positive outcomes for all stakeholders, least of all the individuals we
support, commissioning groups and regulators.
COVID-19 has brought with it many opportunities for us to play a bigger
part in the welfare of colleagues. We continue to support the Employee
Assistance Programme (EAP) helpline and have introduced new wellbeing
initiatives including Mental Health First Aider training.
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Investing in technology

As a National Care Group colleague, it would be hard to impossible
not to have heard or have been impacted by the investment into new
systems introduced over the past twelve months, including Tribepad ATS
recruitment and onboarding platform, Staffplan payroll system, Access
reporting system, eLFY training platform and more.

investing

INVESTING IN OUR FUTURE

The new systems signify the continuous need for organisations to
constantly innovate and for National Care Group to embrace technology as
a means of ensuring compliance, quality and accuracy of reporting. Once
in place, systems can remove much of the administration and duplication
of tasks and reporting, allowing people to concentrate on those who
provide and receive support, with the assurance that records are being
taken care of and can be easily accessed when needed.
We also invested in tablets for services to enable the individuals we
support to maintain contact with family and friends whilst government
guidance prohibited them from meeting in person.
The adult social care industry becomes increasingly competitive every
day, so at National Care Group we need to ensure we adopt ‘best in class’
systems and invest in technology to remain a provider of choice.

Investing in our environments

We continue to invest in the properties we own and hold the owners of
those we don’t accountable to improvements. As reported in the 2019
/2020 Quality Account, we invest considerably each year into the upkeep of
our properties. Looking to the future, I can confirm this investment is set to
continue, with budgets agreed for the next four years. We recognise that
quality environments not only have a positive impact on the experience
of the individuals being supported, but also the level of pride and support
of our colleagues. For these reasons alone, we have a responsibility
to care for our environments and react to issues in a timely manner.
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RESPONDING TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Without doubt, the successes of
National Care Group over the
past twelve months has relied
upon our brilliant people doing
brilliant things.
Karen Lewis
Chief Operations Officer

karen.lewis@nationalcaregroup.com

The COVID-19 pandemic presented us with the greatest
challenge we’d ever faced. The strategy we implemented
was quick, all-encompassing and focused throughout
the year on ensuring the health and well-being of
both the individuals supported and our colleagues
was at the forefront of our approach. No account
reporting on the performance of the year would
be complete without reflecting on the outstanding
efforts of our people during this challenging time.
From the outset, our plan was to create a governance structure that kept
everybody safe but also enabled frontline managers and colleagues the
capacity to focus on the matters within service that were most important
on a daily basis, without being distracted by the external pressures the
pandemic created.

OUR BRILLIANT
PEOPLE DOING
BRILLIANT
THINGS
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We held daily Executive Team meetings to review, interpret and
communicate in an easy-to-understand format, all the guidance received
from government. As guidance evolved on a daily basis, the review and
interpretation meetings were crucial to administering the requirements to
the frontline in a clear and timely manner.

COVID-19
RISK COMMITTEE

To further support services, we held a weekly COVID-19 Risk Committee
comprising all Regional Operations Managers and senior colleagues from the
national support teams. This committee ensured issues impacting one area
could be quickly considered with any necessary learnings applied to services
elsewhere. The committee reported to the established National Care Group
Risk Committee, and this in turn ensured that the Board of Directors were
assured the necessary procedures were being rolled out.
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Doing things differently

The driving force behind our response to the pandemic was a
determination to keep everybody up to date with how guidance was
evolving, often on a daily basis. Details of the organisational response
were shared in a specific COVID-19 Business Continuity Plan and all
relevant policies were updated. The use of technology, including video
conferencing, very much became the normal way to engage with managers
and colleagues in services to ensure that all felt supported.

Operational
Priorities for
2021 /22
•

Ensure ongoing compliance
with Government guidance
related to Covid-19 and
proactively implement
strategies to continue to keep
people safe

•

The provision of appropriate training, knowledge and equipment
was another important element of our response. Training for all
colleagues evolved as the pandemic developed but primarily focused
on understanding infection control and how to use personal protective
equipment (PPE) safely.

Maintain high regulatory
standards by embedding audit
and governance arrangements
to ensure we are the best and
most trusted care provider in
the UK

•

We took early and decisive action to secure sources of PPE at a time where
the supply chain was under pressure, and also invested in other measures
such as property steaming disinfection and outdoor visiting facilities.

Embed new technology and
systems to improve compliance
and add efficiencies

•

Ensure smooth integration of
acquisitions and new services

•

Continue to review operational
structure to ensure it is fit for
purpose

•

Focus on retention of
employees to provide
continuity for individuals we
support.

•

Ensure the services represent
NCGs expectations regarding
excellence of environmental
and service delivery standards

•

Continue to work
collaboratively with the
individuals we support and all
colleagues to ensure we remain
focussed on unlocking their
potential

A number of internal and external communications were sent, including
easy read versions of procedural changes to make sure the individuals we
support, and their family support circles were kept informed and felt able
to feedback any concerns. Effective communication was important during
the times when visiting and access was completely restricted..

Keeping people safe

As a measure of the success, we are proud to have achieved full approval
from the Care Quality Commission in every service inspected with a
thematic review of infection control during these unprecidented times
We were also heartened to see the huge take up of the flu vaccination
program by colleagues ‘early in the pandemic, and a high percentage of
our colleagues already fully vaccinated for Covid-19’

Brilliant people doing brilliant things

None of what was achieved throughout the year could have been
accomplished without the dedication, determination, and creativity of the
many colleagues across the organisation. The long periods of lockdown
and the ongoing restrictions on access have been challenging for many,
but because of the way teams worked together locally, the management of
the challenges faced has been exceptional.
Infection rates and mortality rates across the organisation were extremely
low in relation to nationally reported statistics. Where sadly deaths did
occur, support was provided to all and the memory of those lost will
remain with National Care Group for years to come.
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brilliant people

RESPONDING TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
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REPORTING FROM OUR REGIONS

Reporting from our regions
Partnership work and progress in the Central East region
Alex Costa

Regional Operations Manager,
National Care Group acquired the services of Branksome
Care, integrating the existing management team,
staff team and individuals we support into Chosen
Care Limited back in 2019. As part of our acquisition
process, we integrated the services into the area of
operation and a review on the practicalities of the
service was completed. It has been an involved service
through consultation and partnership with the local
authority, CQC and the local management team.

Following this agreement and further consultation, we
have added en-suite bathrooms and bathrooms onto
floors that didn’t have them previously. We have also
completed a redesign of the dining area, previously
commonly described as “just a bit of a hallway”.

After working with contractors and architects
to completely redesign the building, the
service is set to reopen in July 2021, with works
having started back in December 2020.

There have been challenges along the way including
utility access issues, but whilst the project has been in
progress Chosen Care have been delighted to continue
to support the individuals from Branksome House within
other nearby group services. One of the people we
support has enjoyed and benefited from the experience
of being relocated so much, they have actually decided
to stay in their temporary accommodation, which was
a progression from residential to supported living, on
a permanent basis. A great example of a successful
progression story and of National Care Group’s mission
of unlocking the potential of everyone we support.

Previous to the development work, the local authority
partners, and the support circles of the individuals
being supported at Branksome House, agreed with
us that the layout of the building was not optimising
the space to its best potential, and not within the best
interests of the individuals being supported there.

Now in its final stages of development, the property has
been redecorated, colours of which were chosen through
consultation with the individuals who will be returning to
Branksome House. We look forward to welcoming them
to their old/new home and to continuing to support
them to live their lives to their maximum potential.

Smooth transitions to growth in the North East
Charlotte Lumley

Regional Operations Manager
National Care Group acquired Steps Residential, a quality
care home service for adults with learning and physical
disabilities, in November 2020. Quickly integrated into the
North East region, the service is based across five homes in
the Rotherham area with the capacity to care for 26 people.
Registered Managers, Rachel Oram and Annette Hand,
reflect on the first six months of working with National
Care Group with enthusiasm for how smoothly the
transition happened and how the support of being
part of a bigger group has benefited colleagues and
the people we support at Steps for the better.
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Rachel said, “After working at Steps for 18 years, I was
anxious and concerned that we’d lose the ethos and
feel of our small, family run business when taken over
by National Care Group. However, my experience
has been the exact opposite, from the very first day I
met Charlotte whose support has been so fantastic,
everything just fitted into place. If I could imagine the
perfect transition, this was it. We now fit somewhere,
and really benefit from the large support network
of other Registered Managers in our region”.
We’re delighted to also report that since the acquisition,
Steps have been supported to introduce their first new
individual to the service in four years. Working to the
company values of collaboration, passion, respect and
empowerment has led to success in our region.
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Partnership work and progress in the South West region

Colleague success and
Investment and development
progression in the South East in the North West region
Jill Hopcraft

Rob Tooze

Regional Operations Manager
At National Care Group we recognise the value of
establishing effective relationships with our local
authority partners. By being responsive and showing a
willingness to work collaboratively, we deliver on the

promises we make and develop trusting partnerships.
A great example of working in partnership is the
development of a specialist Supported Living service
in our South West region. Over the past 12 months
we worked with the commissioning managerand
assistant commissioner at Wilshire Council to
collaborate on the project from which we learnt
much about their differing needs and goals .

Achieving our full potential and moving forwards in Wales
Andrea O’Loughlin

His ambition was to work with the Staff Team and
Care Team to meet his personal goal of returning
to independence in his own accommodation.

Elm Lodge, part of our Integra Community
Living operation in Wales, is a 7-bed home for
young men over the age of 18. It’s located on
an old Victorian street in the heart of a small
town and had previously been chosen to suit a
group of individuals we support who wished to
live together in a communal setting, comprising
six ensuite bedrooms and one self-contained
step-down flat with joint living areas. Care and
support plans at Elm Lodge are designed from a
strength based approach through to recovery.

He fitted into his new home quickly and fully
engaged in the recovery processes of the support
at Elm Lodge, from care/support through to goal
planning, happily engaging in group activities
with others at the home at the same time.
Consequently, and as a result of our commitment
to his ambition and potential, he was ready to
move on as quickly as July 2020. Set to progress
on to his own accommodation, the pandemic
restrictions came into place and his move was
delayed. Despite the delay and impacts of
lockdown, he continued working with us to plan
his move with full support of his Staff and Care
Teams. We are delighted to report that he moved
into his own flat with domiciliary support in June
2021. At whatever pace, we thrive on supporting
individuals to achieve and meet their full potential.

Area Operations Manager

A particular successful progression story is that
of a gentleman in his mid-twenties with a mental
health diagnosis who moved into Elm Lodge
in June 2019, relocated from a mental health
assessment unit situated on hospital grounds.
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Marie Hilton

Regional Operations Manager

Regional Operations Manager

Gemma Waite first joined the Cleveland House team in
the role of Support Worker in January 2008. She had
some experience in working with people with profound
physical and learning disabilities, most non-verbal and
requiring high level support. After three years in post,
Gemma was offered an ‘Acting Senior’ placement,
then successfully applied for a permanent Senior
Support Worker role in September of the same year.

Affinity Supporting People, part of our North West
region, have been successfully working with Lancashire
County Council and Calico housing association partners
to develop a scheme of seven new supported living
bungalows in Burnley to re-home four people we
currently support with progressing complex needs,
and introduce three new referrals into the service.

Her swift progression was credit to her hard work,
determination, and skills development through
learning from experienced colleagues who she’d
gained good working relationships with. She accepted
a further promotion to Assistant Manager in 2015,
gaining more skills including budget management,
incident analysis, rota planning and HR procedures.
National Care Group purchased Cleveland House in
2018, and following a restructure in July 2019, Gemma
was promoted to Service Manager. Just a year later, she
went on to be promoted again to Registered Manager
and applied for her CQC registration. She worked
in partnership with her Area Operations Manager
and the NCG Quality Team to split the registrations
in Kent. CQC merged her interview, so it covered
both supported living and residential services.
Gemma’s story is a shining example of how
to progress to management through hard
work, passion and collaboration resulting in
a rewarding and successful career path.

The key to the success of locating the new development
was the established relationship the North West region
have with the Positive Living Team at Lancashire County
Council. They worked with us to secure the new homes
with the housing association partner, and have been
involved every step of the way in the planning for the
launch which is due to happen in September 2021.
We’re particularly delighted that two of our long-term
individuals who have lived together for over twenty years will
remain together thanks to our positive relationship with the
housing association partner, who have adapted a singleoccupancy bungalow especially to home them. Alongside
their Support Team who have been supporting them for a
long time in their current residence, including a Team Leader
based at the bungalows and a registered manager, we
can’t wait to get our people into their new forever homes.
Working in partnership on this development has
enabled us to retain existing business by adapting
to evolving needs, and develop new capacity to
enhance our care offer in the North West.
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Moving on at National Neurological Services
Kath Cox

Registered Manager
At National Neurological Services we
deliver excellent socially inclusive
rehabilitation person-centred care to those
affected by Acquired Brain Injury and with
progressive neurological conditions.
We are proud to report that four of the
people we support, which equates to a
significant percentage of the service, were
supported and discharged during 2020/21 to
move on and live more independently. Two
of the individuals have been transitioned
and progressed to other services within

Wendy Williams
the group, with two moving into their
own independent accommodation. This
has freed up capcity for new individuals
to start their rehabilitation journey
We have a further two discharges planned
in the immediate future, one to be moving
onto their own home with a package of care,
and one to be stepping into another of our
services. We’re really proud to have supported
the achievements and progression of the
people we support through to such rewarding
results during a very challenging year.

Leadership and success in Central West
Katie Fallows

Regional Operations Manager
I’m very proud to announce that Donna
Walklet, Registered Manager of our Regent
Road service within Shelton Care, has been
shortlisted by Staffordshire County Council
for a Strategic Leadership Dignity Champion
award at their Dignity in Care Awards 2021.

Following various placements to set up new
services over the past four years, Donna,
who has been with Shelton Care for 17 years
and had previously been a anager at the
service, returned to Regent Road earlier this
year to take over as Registered Manager.

The Dignity in Care Awards set out to recognise
and reward carers, teams or organisations
that best demonstrate commitment,
competence and best practice in care.
They champion a care system where there
is a zero-tolerance approach to the abuse
of, and disrespect towards, people who
use care services, giving attention to the
cause to inspire people to take action.

Donna’s enthusiasm and passion for the
individuals we support were immediately
evident on her return, with her enthusiasm
becoming infectious to the whole team.
During the really difficult times the pandemic
presented, she supported her team to be
innovative and creative in their support plans
and activities, fully supported and trusted by
their families during the challenging times
when they couldn’t be present themselves.

Originally nominated by her Service Manager
in February, Donna is famously known
and recognised at Regent Road for her
inherent passion and commitment to the
individuals supported and her dedication
to developing her team so every person
we support is treated with the dignity,
individuality and respect they deserve.
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2020/21 Achievements
at Regent College

Since writing this story I am delighted
to announce that Donna went on to
be shortlisted, fully recognising her
passionate, respectful and collaborative
approach to care and her outstanding
performance as a registered manager.

Principal, Regent College

Regent College, part of National Care Group, is an
independent specialist day college providing further
education for young people aged 18 – 24 with learning
disabilities and difficulties. Based in Stoke-on-Trent, the ethos
of the college is to deliver learning opportunities in practical
and real-life settings, with a focus on skills development in
the workplace.
Fully Ofsted compliant, the college offers a wide range of
bespoke study programmes including both accredited and
non-accredited courses.
We’re proud to report that Regent College was one of the
few education providers in its area who remained open to its
young people from the beginning and during the COVID-19
pandemic. Colleagues at the college worked tirelessly to
meet all necessary measures to remain open despite the
challenges of the pandemic, as it’s recognised that access to
education is vital to the development, health and wellbeing
of young people. Efforts paid off as despite the restrictions
and all the barriers to learning, our external achievement
rates continued to remain high.
To achieve continued delivery, the curriculum had to be
adapted to include remote learning and enable remote
access to ‘live’ sessions where learners could continue to
interact and learn with their peers and tutors.
At Regent College we continue to provide opportunities for
learners to achieve their ‘Education, Health and Care Plan’
outcomes and accredited learning outlined in their individual
study programmes despite the on-going restrictions on
group activities.
Being flexible, innovative and responsive to the everchanging situation and restrictions of the pandemic has been
key to this continued provision. For example, as the doors
to occupational work-experience closed, we placed greater
emphasis on the creation of ‘internal work placements’ and
sourced volunteering opportunities in different vocational
areas. Volunteering roles were created in partnership with
local businesses, enabling our learners to gain experience
and develop skills such as food preparation and delivering
food parcels to vulnerable people in the community during
the height of the pandemic.
Our fund-raising activities towards investing in a new
defibrillator for the college also surpassed all expectations
with the new unit due to be installed in September 2021.
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DEVELOPING OUR PEOPLE

Claire Leake
People Director

claire.leake@nationalcaregroup.com

We’re passionate and committed
to providing development
opportunities for our colleagues.
We offer a clear career pathway for
front-line colleagues to progress
from support roles into leadership
and management positions.
Our commitment to colleagues

At National Care Group we’re committed to recruiting, retaining and
developing brilliant people, and ensuring the workforce reflects the
diversity of the individuals supported. Our commitment to providing
best-in-class training and continuous development and support
enables us to provide consistently high-quality care to vulnerable
people across the business.

PASSIONATE
AND COMMITTED
TO PROVIDING
OPPORTUNITIES
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Recruitment by our values

Recruiting people who reflect our company values of respect,
empowerment, passion and collaboration is essential to delivering our
commitment to high quality care and support. Using our values-based
recruitment process, recruiters and line managers select candidates
who have the appropriate skill sets and can demonstrate the values
and behaviours.

Creating learning and development opportunities

We’re passionate and committed to providing development opportunities
for our colleagues. We offer a clear career pathway for front-line colleagues
to progress from support roles into leadership and management
positions. We have a management development framework in place to
support professional growth. Creating, supporting and developing strong
managers and leaders who embody our values is vital to the successful
management of our services. We recognise our managers need to be able
to provide pro-active, consistent, fair and motivational support for their
teams in order to maintain a healthy and positive culture.
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I’m really proud of our colleague engagement
achievements during 2020/21 which included:
» We reviewed and improved mandatory and » We improved the frequency and number of
service specific training across the business
news stories on the company intranet
» We launched a new Mental Health First
Aider training program to support the
wellbeing of colleagues and the people we
support
» We implemented a new Applicant Tracking
System (ATS) to ensure a quality end-toend recruitment process
» We developed new virtual recruitment
and onboarding processes so we could
continue to grow through the pandemic
» We implemented a new Learning
Management System (LMS)
» We launched a virtual onboarding program
for new colleagues
» We moved mandatory and service
specific training courses to an online
platform, creating greater efficiency due
to availability of sessions and removal of
geographical barriers
» We significantly reduced the
administration involved for obtaining the
Care Certificate
» We recruited talented colleagues into new
services and geographies
» We launched a colleague survey with
localised action plans
» We successfully integrated new colleagues
into the business following acquisition of
new services
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» We revised our recruitment advertisements
to better reflect the specific needs of roles
and recruit more efficiently
» We launched a new colleague wellbeing
program
» We launched the monthly Making a
Difference award to recognise the
outstanding achievements of colleagues
on a more regular basis
» We delivered ‘Maskne’ packs to frontline
worker colleagues in recognition of the
impact of wearing PPE and other seasonal
‘thank you’ gifts throughout the pandemic
» We implemented virtual ‘Tea & Chat’
sessions for registered managers, service
managers and support functions to
meet with members of the executive
team on an informal basis, giving them
the opportunity to air any frustrations
and generally improve the flow of
communication
» We granted colleagues a ‘Gift of Time’
in recognition and appreciation of their
dedication and commitment to keep those
we support safe throughout the COVID-19
pandemic
» We held a virtual management conference
and annual awards night, broadcast live to
over 1,400 colleagues

Workforce
highlights as of
April 2021

75%

of our colleagues are female

67%

Our People Priorities will
focus on the following
during 2021/22:
» Further commitment to training. We
will ensure mandatory training levels
achieve and maintain at 100% and
service specific training levels achieve
and maintain at 80%
» Improved communication. We will
launch a common communications
platform which is accessible to all
colleagues ensuring a two-way, easy and
open flow of communication

of our colleagues are full time

» Enhanced management development.
We will launch a leadership development
hub and associated management
development program

69%

» Improved career development
opportunities. We’ll review the career
pathway to identify how colleagues can
better develop their careers

of our colleagues have between
1-5 years length of service

74

of our managers are trained
Mental Health First Aiders

» Navigating our people from good to great.
We’ll create and launch support toolkits
for all colleagues including managers to
better support them in becoming and
achieving their best, every day
» Retain our brilliant people. We’ll devise
and launch a resourcing, retention and
engagement strategy to retain the talent
we have within the company. We will
be launching a Wellbeing program and
Diversity & Inclusion network both of
which underpin our commitment to
reinforcing NCG as a great place to work.
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UNLOCKING

YOUR POTENTIAL

Manager’s
Virtual Conference
2021
Due to national restrictions on
travel and events, the 2021 annual
conference was hosted online
and broadcast live to over 1400
managers and senior company
colleagues.
The theme for the event was
‘Unlocking your potential’, which
not only applied to the audience
and our wider group colleagues,
but to the individuals we support.
The theme being our overarching
mission at the heart of our values
of empowerment, passion, respect,
and collaboration.
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NATIONAL CARE GROUP MANAGER’S CONFERENCE 2021

UNLOCKING YOUR POTENTIAL

Our People Director, Claire Leake, spoke at length
about health and wellbeing and in particular, the
recently launched National Care Group Mental Health
First Aider course. 1:41 National Care Group employees
are trained as Mental Health First Aiders demonstrating
the importance placed on investment into managers
to equip them with the skills and knowledge to better
support their teams. The better trained our managers
are in identifying potential warning signs of colleagues
who are struggling, the better the business can support
them back to full health.

The conference was hosted by prestigious
DJ and TV presenter, Jo Whiley, who
joined us for both the conference and the
evening’s award ceremony. Delivered in
a ‘chat show’ style, Jo interviewed the
Executive Team on a sofa at a hotel in
London, with interaction from the audience
throughout the day via a ‘live chat’ facility
on the portal, online polls, a Q&A session,
and breakout group activities.
“Securing Jo Whiley as the host for our event was a bit
of a coup, and something I’m really pleased we were
able to arrange. We had been discussing who we could
ask to host and this was before she was in the news
campaigning for people with learning disabilities to be
prioritised for the vaccine. She’s a great fit with what
we’re trying to achieve, and it was a wonderful event
enjoyed by all who attended.” James Allen.
The Executive Team were interviewed in turn, each
reflecting on the achievements of 2020 in their
respective area of the business.
James Allen spoke about his personal target of growth
for both colleagues and the business, hoping that
colleagues feel they’re growing alongside the company,
and they have pride in working for National Care Group
– a pride that will build resilience and instill confidence.
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Chief Financial Officer, David Rowe-Bewick, talked the
audience through the significant investments of the
previous 12 months. He spoke of National Care Group’s
vision remaining the same as originally set out by the
founding directors; ‘to be the best and most trusted
provider of social care in the UK’. This aspiration
can only be achieved by investing in our colleagues
to meet their career aspirations, the individuals we
support to meet their full potential, unlocking the best
experiences life can offer, and our services to ensure
they’re of a high standard which everybody can be
proud of.
Jo responded warmly to Quality Director Mike Cleasby’s
social care career story spanning 30 years, and his
overview of the investment into a new Quality Team
whose role is to support and nurture our registered
managers. The Quality Team rely heavily on feedback
from stakeholders, which is absolutely vital to the
quality assurance processes. Mike explained how over
the last 12 months National Care Group have sent
questionnaires to individuals we support, families and
colleagues to enable improvements and developments
across the business.
Jo quizzed Commercial Director, Mike Ranson, on the
future focuses for the business. To which he explained
are about providing choice and control for the people
we support. A choice of accommodation, whether that
be residential care or support within their own tenancy.
A choice of shared or single accommodation including
specialist environments and support models that
provide people with greater control over their everyday
lives and the decisions that affect them. He explained
that what may be different is a focus on providing for
people with more complex needs, ensuring they have
the same opportunities as the general population, to
live in their own home with appropriate support.

Chief Operations Officer, Karen Lewis, reflected on
the previous year’s conference content and how many
of the goals discussed had been achieved. Albeit more
challenging than could have ever been predicted, she
believes the key to the previous year’s success has been
effective leadership, teamwork, communication and
alignment to the company values. The best interest of
the individuals we support should remain at the heart
of everything the operational team continues to do.
“Systems and policies provide the consistency from a
regulatory and compliance perspective but the team
having flare and innovation to ensure each person has
the opportunity to flourish and maximise their potential
really allows the magic to take place.” Karen Lewis.
The event’s key-note speech was delivered by Professor
Martin Green, Chief Executive of Care England and
a member of our board. Martin inspired the audience
with a celebration of the recent achievements of
health and social care frontline workers who played
such an integral role in keeping people safe during the
pandemic, but also highlighted the lessons learnt on
fault lines between the NHS and social care providers.
“I’m incredibly confident about the future, because I
know every single National Care Group colleague is
National Care Group co-founder Jamil Mawji, joined in
the discussion, rounding up the business session with a
review of the day and praise for how the Executive Team
navigated through the height of the pandemic. They
were commended for leading with concern, honesty and
benevolence for frontline colleagues, reacting quickly to
situations no one had experienced before.

working tremendously hard to uphold our values and
put the people we support at the forefront of everything
we do. There’s more hard work to come, but the prize is
worth fighting for, and there’s no doubt in my mind that
we will achieve it.” Martin Green.
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Annual Awards
2021
Every year we highlight, honour,
and celebrate employees across
our organisation who have been
nominated by their colleagues for
going the extra mile at what they do.
On the evening of 28 April, following the
annual conference, we held an online awards
ceremony which reflected on the nominations
made for efforts during the 2020/21 period,
recognising the outstanding achievements of
the finalists. The event was again broadcast
live to an internal audience of over 1400
guests, proudly hosted by Jo Whiley.
Dedicated to the memory of two colleagues
sadly lost to the COVID-19 virus, we introduced
a special award this year. The lives and
contributions of Michelle Philbin, Senior
Support Worker from Cauldon Place and Tracey
Chandler, Support Worker from Endurance Care
Norfolk, were remembered and celebrated with
the new COVID-19 Pandemic Star Award.

Kelly Smith | Endurance Care

The Cauldon Place Team

Karen Knight, Cornerstones

Making the Difference Award
with Karen Lewis, Chief Operations Officer.

Residential Team of the Year 2021
with Karen Lewis, Chief Operations Officer.

The Bewdley Grange Team

Lizzie Petty, Regional HR Business Partner
Support Service of the Year 2021

The Abberdale Team
Outstanding Achievement Award 2021

Supported Living Team of the Year 2021
with Karen Lewis, Chief Operations Officer.

with Claire Leake, People Director and the HR team

Following the awards night, members of the
National Care Group Executive Team went
on the road to deliver trophies, certificates,
and prizes to the successful colleagues.

Jessica Lewis from Integra

Newcomer of the Year 2021
with James Allen, Chief Executive.
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Julie Shield and the Abbeyvale Team

Support Worker of the Year 2021
with Mike Ranson, Commercial Director.

with Mike Cleasby, Quality Director.

PASSION • EMPOWERMENT
COLLABORATION • RESPECT

Manager of the Year and Covid-19 Pandemic Star
with Mike Cleasby, Quality Director.
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